LIL ZAY OSAMA SHARES TWO-SONG BUNDLE "RUMORS" /
"RIDE 4 ME" FEAT. JACKBOY
LISTEN HERE
WATCH THE OFFICIAL "RUMORS" VIDEO HERE

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE

December 11, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – On the heels of his video for “Like A Pimp” featuring
Stunna 4 Vegas, Chicago’s hometown hero Lil Zay Osama delivers two new songs titled "Rumors"
and "Ride 4 Me" featuring Jackboy to cap off 2020. In the melodic "Rumors" and accompanying
video, Zay confronts the lies that have been said about him. Meanwhile, he and Jackboy
emphasize loyalty on "Ride 4 Me" as Zay poses the question to his significant other: "I wanna
know would you ride with me?" The bundle arrives while Zay rides atop a wave of momentum as
one of the hottest rappers in Chicago, cranking out compelling music and visuals all year.
“Rumors,” “Ride 4 Me” and “Like A Pimp” mark an exciting chapter for him as he gears up for a
new project set for early 2021.

DOWNLOAD PRESS PHOTO HERE [CREDIT: BRIAN FLYNN]

ABOUT LIL ZAY OSAMA:
Lil Zay Osama continues to ascend with consistent growth, potent music and compelling visuals,
generating over 178 million cumulative streams and support from XXL, Rolling
Stone, Billboard, Complex and more. The Chicago phenomenon unveiled his debut project Hood
Bible in 2019 via Warner Records, which features Lil Durk, Lil Tjay and the late Marlo. Lil Zay
Osama paved the way for the 14-track Hood Bible collection with his breakout smash “Changed
Up” in 2018 and his “Trencherous” remix [feat. Lil Durk] in 2019. Since then, he’s released a
plethora of videos and songs, including "BMW," "Soul Cry" and "Ballin Dese Bitches." While his
trajectory is quickly rising, Zay is poised to take his career to new heights.
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